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Abstract— The main theme behind this journal is to open a 

new initiative which can be complementary and compatible 

with other existing production methods in order to help 

reduce food risk associated problems in different areas of the 

globe and also to prevent the evaporation of surface water 

from the reservoirs.  Then by using this floating slab the green 

energy can also be harvested by installing the solar panel over 

them. The reservoir surface temperature will be in an 

optimum range so it favors the power production. These can 

be achieved by the floating platform which is made of 

materials which enables the slab to satisfy the floating 

condition.  In recent days lot of improvement in concrete 

based structure has been introduced and this will be one of 

the master pieces among them and it will be giving shape to 

many innovative imaginary ideas. Numerous ideas and 

schemes have been promoted and many have been executed. 

The advantages of floating concrete structures lie in the 

economy of the materials used (concrete is very well suited 

to aquatic environment), in the fact that it is easy to make 

concrete structures buoyant in the construction stage as well 

as permanently and for towing. Buoyancy force determines 

whether the object floats or sinks in water. Usage of proper 

material at proper mix ratio allows thin sections of high-

strength concrete to be obtained. Even micro concrete can be 

used at certain extent. The present report has been prepared 

with the objective of promoting floating concrete structures 

by illustrating their advantages, by providing a summary of 

the various possible applications, explanations of when, 

where and how these systems may be used. This development 

of Floating type of concrete by using lightweight aggregate 

(Pumice stone) and Vermiculite and few other admixtures 

satisfy the floating condition.  By using these above 

mentioned materials a good compressive strength value is 

obtained. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Aerated lightweight concrete is created by mixing the fine 

aggregate, coarse aggregate and cement with an admixture. 

The material has to be selected in a way that its characteristics 

support the floor to float on the water surface.  Then the 

dimension of the floor has to be selected. The floor is in the 

form of infilled slab type. The buoyancy force has to be 

calculated for the structure and at the end after installing, its 

stability has to be checked. The main aim is to do some real, 

useful and working stuff with concrete and we also achieved 

in it. Basalt fiber can also be used as an admixture which 

binds the material together and gives sufficient strength to it. 

The design is done properly means then the concrete will float 

on water as the shape of the structure is also a main concern. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

 To Design the floating floor 

 To measure the evaporation incurred 

 To harness energy using solar panel 

 To do cultivation on the floating floor 

III. NEED FOR THE STUDY 

 Water scarcity is increased with intense agricultural 

practices, rapid increase in population, industrialization 

and urbanization. 

 It is important to save and preserve the available water. 

Then to meet the day to day increase of demand for 

electricity without causing additional pollution. 

 To meet the increase in food demand in near future. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

V. BUOYANCY FORCE 

The upward force exerted by liquid on the object is called the 

buoyant force or the force of buoyancy. The buoyant 

force comes from the pressure exerted on the object by the 

fluid. Because the pressure increases as the depth increases, 

the pressure on the bottom of an object is always larger than 

the force on the top - hence the net upward force. 

The buoyant force is present whether the object floats or 

sinks. 
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Buoyancy force (Fb) = ρVg 

Where, ρ = density of water 

V= volume of floating slab 

g= acceleration due to gravity 

= 1000* 0.0104* 9.8 

= 101.92N 

Gravity force (Fg) = W*g 

Where, W = load 

g = acceleration due to gravity 

= 10.15*9.81 

= 99.57 N 

Fb>Fg, therefore the slab will float. 

VI. MIX DESIGN 

Mix design for each set having different combinations are 

carried out by using IS: 10262 – 2009 method. The mix 

proportion obtained for normal M15 grade concrete is 1:2:4 

with a water-cement ratio of 0.55. 

VII. DESIGN OF THE FLOATING FLOOR 

The floor is divided into three parts and they are top, bottom 

slab and side walls. Then for filling expanded polystyrene is 

used. For reinforcement the material used should be flexible, 

and at the same time it should be rigid one.  Welded mesh is 

used in our floating model. The one kilogram of the mesh is 

used to give enough stiffness, strength and also for adequate 

crack resistance. The self-weight of the structure is reduced 

to a greater extent by making optimum use of materials. The 

two types of slab is made and one is exclusively for doing 

agriculture and in that slab alone the wall is raised to about 

required height. The structure constructed should carry the 

load applied on it as well as to carry the soil pressure for 

implementing floating agriculture. The main slab of 

dimension 3*1*1.5m can carry up to a load of 40KN. 

A. Dimension of prototype 

Length of the slab (L) = 0.31 m 

Breadth of the slab (B) = 0.21 m 

Height of the slab (H) = 0.16 m 

 
Density = Mass / Volume (solid slab) 

= 9.076 / (0.31x0.21x0.16) 

= 871.35 kg/m3. 

Density = Mass / Volume (hallow slab) 

= 5.358 / (0.3x0.2x0.15) 

= 595.33 kg/m3. 

B. Assessment of Evaporation Control 

After the slab installation the evaporation rate will be 

calculated and the difference will be noted to assess the 

effectiveness of floating slab in reservoir or lake. The 

evaporation study is done for a period of 30 days and the 

outcome is positive. The evaporation in the tank which is not 

covered with the floating slab has water loss due to 

evaporation, whereas in the tank with the floating slab there 

is much water loss. The evaporation is controlled up to 50-

60%. From a reservoir or lake per year if 1 TMC water is lost 

due to evaporation means by introducing this slab we can 

save up to 15,574,265,625.6 liters ofwater per year from a 

single reservoir. If we implement this to the entire reservoir 

then we can conserve more water. 

C. Development of Floating Agriculture 

As a civil engineer we contribute by applying engineering 

methodology and skills to make agriculture more beneficial 

one for the consumer as well as the farmer. Agriculture plays 

a vital role in the Indian economy. Agriculture along with 

fisheries, forestry contributes around 14% to the overall GDP 

of our country. In order to boost it we can develop a floating 

agriculture. At present the major issue for agriculture is the 

less revenue generation and the demand for land in growing 

infrastructure. In order to overcome these issues we can adopt 

an emerging and promising technology called floating 

agriculture. Paddy can be cultivated in this slab and along 

with it some light weight crops and vegetables can also be 

grown in them. In future there are many chances to develop 

the floating farm around the globe. With the help of modern 

technology the irrigation, yield and few other necessary 

things can be controlled and monitored respectively. 

D. Data Collected for the Paddy Crop 

Root depth of paddy – 0.35m for shallow water table 

Sun light requirements – 6 to 8 hours per day 

Temperature needed – 21 degree Celsius 

Height of paddy crop – 1.22 m 

Distance between each crop – 0.15m 

Depth of planting – 0.038m 

Maximum temperature tolerance – 42 degree Celsius 

E. Installation of Solar Panels 

The solar panels are installed on the floating slabs to gain 

solar energy. Since it is placed in a reservoir the solar panels 

stay cooler and don’t disrupt local ecosystem, it helps 

maintain efficiency because the cells don’t overheat. The 

battery in which the power is stored can be placed in offshore 

areas. From the area of about 64000sq.m we can set up 10 

MW plant and for which 14,222 floating floor panel will be 

required and from which we can get a yield of about 14-18 

million units every year. The angle and spacing between the 

solar panel has to be given properly in order to generate 

uninterrupted solar power. The average sunshine hours in 

India are 5-7 hours per day. 

VIII. STABILITY CHECK 

Let 'h1' be the depth of submersion in water Density of water 

is 1000 kg/m3, 
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For equilibrium of the slab 

Weight of the slab = weight of the displaced water 

1000*l*b*h1 = 9.6 kg 

1000*.31*h1*.21 = 9.6 

h1 = .147 m 

A. Stability Calculation 

AB = h1/ 2 

= .147/2 

= 0.0735m 

Centroid of rectangle = h/2 

= .16/2 

= 0.08 m 

BG = AG – AB 

= 0.0735– 0.08m 

= 0.0065m 

B. Metacentric Height 

Iyy = b^3h/12 

= .2^3 x .16/12 

= 0.00011 m^4 

MG = (ρgIyy / W) – BG 

= (1000*9.81*0.00011/9.6*9.81) – 0.0065 

= 0.01m 

Since MG value is positive, the slab is stable 

IMAGES 

 

 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The floating floor designed is able to float with stability and 

it is durable too. This upcoming technology will be in practice 

in many part of the world, when the existing land surface is 

taken away by the rising water level. The design is carried out 

using light weight construction materials and the entire 

structure has a stable arrangement. The hollow slab can be 

used for agriculture and it produces better yield. The slab 

height has to be increased and slightly modified in order to 

provide irrigation to the crops planted in it. The slab can 

withstand the saturated soil weight and the crop weight.  Its 

combined application makes it an inevitable. 
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